In this work we study international migrations of researchers, scientists, and academics from a complex-network perspective to identify the central countries involved in the migration phenomenon. We define the scientific migration network (SMN) as temporal directed weighted network where nodes are world countries, links account for the number of scientists moving from one country to another, and timestamps represent years (from 2000 to 2016). 2.8 millions ORCID public profiles are utilized as data source. We then characterize hubs and authorities of the SMN employing the well-know weighted hyperlink-induced topic search (HITS) algorithm to catch the interplay between providing and attracting researchers from a global perspective, and relate these results to other local and global methodologies. We also investigate the local characteristics of successors of hubs and predecessors of authorities to dive deeper into the motivations that establish hubs and authorities as such. Our findings highlight the presence of a set of countries acting both as hubs and authorities, occupying a privileged position in the scientific migration network, and having similar local characteristics. Finally, we showcase how to employ network visualization to evince temporal evolutions of ego-networks of selected hubs and authorities.
Introduction
Human migration is a phenomenon of crucial importance in modern history that radically evolves over time, is affected by historical and economical events, and is rooted in the alliance system of the countries. It is known for shaping local demographics, politics, and regulations; and, also, for influencing global wealth and world-wide society [1] . In recent years, human migration has become elder and is likely to increase even more in the next decades, leaving huge implications in both origin and destination countries of the migrants [2] . The definitive outcome of human migration is subtle and extremely unpredictable, especially on the long term. For these reasons, human migration is perceived in many different manners and, consequently, treated by local states with opposite aims: it is sometimes encouraged, rather discouraged [3] .
Knowledge, ideas, and information are considered to be among the major economic production factors in today's economy and are naturally embedded in researchers, scientists, and academics who, through their migrations, move such precious good from a location to another [4] . On the long term, the international scientific migration could impact fundamental socio-economic aspects of the countries, such as
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scientific, technological, and productive assets [5] . Albeit, most of the times, this phenomenon lacks the urgency of survival, it is highly competitive in terms of choice of the destination countries. Moreover, the international scientific migration shows incredibly fast changes over time (compared to the general human migration), since the permanence in a visiting country can be considered a structural part of the majority of the academic careers and it is often short-term.
In this work we study the international migration of researchers, scientists, and academics with the aim of identifying the countries that play a central role in such phenomenon. Given its nature, the (scientific) migration can be modeled by means of a network that we define to be temporal, weighted, and directed. In particular, nodes represent world countries and edges account for a migratory flow from a country to another. Edge weights stand for the size of the migratory flow in terms of migrants, while timestamps represents years from 2000 to 2016. We name such network scientific migration network (SMN for short). The data we employ in this study were collected from 2.8 millions public profiles of ORCID [6] , a growing platform dedicated to researchers.
In our setting, a country is established as central in the scientific migration process if it is able to provide or attract a large number of outcoming or incoming researchers. Certainly, these are two antithetical aspects that worth to account separately and from a global perspective. To purse such objective, we employ the well-know weighted hyperlink-induced topic search (HITS) algorithm on the scientific migration network to identify hubs and authorities. We compare the results obtained by HITS to other local and global methods, and show that it is able to fully catch the interplay between exporting and importing researchers on large-scale. Further, we investigate the local patterns and characteristics of successors of hubs and predecessors of authorities to derive the motivations behind the HITS algorithm Finally, we showcase how to employ network visualization to evince the temporal evolutions of such patterns/characteristics of selected hubs and authorities.
Our results show high correlation between hub and authority countries. In particular, we are able to identify a set of actors that occupies a privileged position in the scientific migration network, being both important hubs and central authorities, since they are able to attract researchers and, at the same time, to provide scientist to the most prestigious states. Moreover, the majority of the central countries in the scientific migration network shares similar characteristics/patterns of their local neighborhood/cluster. External factors, e.g., regulations, political alliances, investments in research, development, and education, are expected to play an important role in such results and to add an additional layer of complexity that deserves to be further investigated.
By this paper, we provide the following contributions:
• using ORCID public profiles as data source, we model the scientific migration phenomenon by means of a temporal weighted directed network (Section 3); • we employ the weighted hyperlink-induced topic search algorithm to identify hubs and authorities of the scientific migration network and compare it with other local and global approaches (Section 4); • we characterize the local patterns and characteristics of successors of hubs and predecessors of authorities to derive the motivations behind the HITS algorithm (Section 5);
• by means of network visualization, we show how to evince the temporal evolution of the local patterns/characteristics of selected hubs and authorities (Section 6). Related work is discussed in the next section (Section 2), while Section 7 concludes the paper and proposes interesting directions for future work.
Background and related work

ORCID data
The first attempt to utilize ORCID data in order to extract meaningful information about the migration of the scientific population has been carried out in [6] . The authors first claim that, despite having biases, ORCID data can be used to survey scientific migration given the high adoption rate by the academic population. Then, they provide a collection of basic statistics about the dataset without deepening the temporal evolution of the phenomenon nor introducing a network approach.
Network analysis of human migration
The first work that models human migration in terms of complex networks is [7] . Similarly to our case, they define the international migration network as temporal weighted direct network having countries as nodes and whose edges represent stocks of migrants. Differently than this work, the study by Fagiolo et. al. mostly focuses on the identification of community structures and disassortativity; moreover, it considers the general human migration that has fundamentally different characteristics than the scientific one. Following up the seminal work by Fagiolo et. al., many other approaches are proposed with similar purposes, studying for example human migration from a multilayer prospective using data gathered from social networks [8] . A complementary work [9] correlates per-capita income and labor productivity with human migration and network centrality. It has been explored also how to build complex networks from worldwide migration flows to identify a socioeconomic indicator that explains the reasons behind the phenomenon [10] . Finally, Robinson et. al. [11] propose a machine learning approach to predict long-term human mobility.
Scientific migration
The mobility of scientists is a topic of broad interest that has been investigated in a series of works. The mobility of scientists within and across countries is studied in [12] adopting an economic point of view mixed with the traditional sociology of science. Saxenian [13] and Agrawal et. al. [14] discuss about the concept of brain drain and ague that connections between migrant scientists and their home countries are persistent in time and might ease knowledge transfer backward. For these reasons, they call this phenomenon brain circulation or brain bank. Since reliable data sources about the topic are often problematic, Franzoni et. al. [15] devise a survey with the intent of providing consistent data about cross-country researches.
[4] explores how Scopus [1] can be exploited as data source for the study of international scientific mobility for countries with high adoption of the platform. The authors of [4] do not propose any network model, while they show quantitative metrics and general trends about the observed countries and researchers. A recent study by Verginer et. al. [16] describes a method to extract mobility networks from a collection of four bibliographic data sources to characterize the mobility of scientists at city granularity. Even though the authors propose a network model, their work is deeply dissimilar to ours for three main reasons: (i) the data source is different and obtained by publication records; (ii) they focus on the mobility across cities mainly neglecting the country dimension; and, (iii) they are not able to catch the hub-authority interplay given by the HITS algorithm since they do not consider such approach in their analysis.
Applications of the weighted hyperlink-induced topic search (HITS) algorithm
The authors of [17] investigate the economic hubs and authorities of the world trade network in time using the HITS algorithm. On the other hand, the HITS algorithm is applied in [18] to a career network for studying careers path of Ph.D.s in Computer Science and for understanding the flow of expertise and talent across organizations. In this work, we also employ the HITS algorithm to characterize which world countries are the main exporters and importers of researchers.
Dataset and network model
Dataset
The dataset employed in this work has been assembled by Bohannon and Doran [6] through the gathering of 2.8 millions ORCID public profiles. ORCID is a nonprofit organization that collects contributions, affiliations, and personal information of the subscribed researchers. Given the affiliation history of each member, we are able to identify the location, in terms of country, of his/her workplace over time and infer his/her migration across different states in time. In the following, we study the dataset on annual basis due to data limitations, i.e., the temporal information input by the users often lacks of the month granularity, and to ease of interpretation. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of migrations, i.e., the number of ORCID members that changed the country they worked in, In their work, Bohannon and Doran [6] highlight that ORCID was not born with the specific aim of tracking researchers' movement. Therefore, the data we consider has structural limitations as well as biases. First of all, much of the information input by the members is retroactive since it is previous to the launch of ORCID in 2012. As a consequence, some of countries that nowadays have disappeared are present in the dataset, making the set of states considered for each year vary. Secondly, since its appearance, ORCID has always skewed towards younger researchers. In fact, members of recent Ph.D. are overrepresented in the dataset, reflecting the fact that younger researchers sign-up to ORCID more frequently than older ones. Finally, there are countries that are not fairly represented, namely, the distribution of the number of researchers per country does not follow the distribution of the overall population. Bohannon and Doran compare ORCID data in 2013 about scientific migrations to the UNESCO Science Report [2] to discover which countries are misrepresented; e.g., China, Russia, and Japan result to be underrepresented while, e.g, Spain, and Portugal are overrepresented. All in all, for these reasons, we cannot regard the dataset as a definitive picture of the scientific migrations. Nevertheless, we can exploit it to detect regularities and patterns by the construction of a network model, useful in the understanding of the global perspective of the phenomenon.
Network model
We consider a weighted directed temporal network G = (V, T, ), where V is a set of nodes, T = [t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t max ] ⊆ N is a discrete time domain, and : V × V × T → N is a function defining for each pair of nodes i, j ∈ V and each timestamp t ∈ T the weight of edge (i, j) at time t. In the following, we refer to the weight of edge (i, j) at time t as w ij,t , and we consider it missing if w ij,t = 0. Let s in i,t = j∈V w ji,t and s out i,t = j∈V w ij,t represent the in-strength and the out-strength of node i ∈ V at time t ∈ T , respectively. We also denote by E t = {(i, j) | (i, j, t) > 0} the set of edges existing at time t ∈ T .Finally, let W t be the weighted adjacency matrix of G at time t ∈ T .
In our case, we identify the nodes of the network as the countries involved in the scientific migration process (231 in total), and an edge between two counties represents a migration route. Each edge between two nodes i, j ∈ V is attributed with a time t ∈ T and a weight w: a quartet distributions are very similar among the shown years, as well as the missing ones. Also, there are not notable differences between in-strength and out-strength. Such distribution will come in handy in the following, to create configuration models that preserve in-strength and out-strength sequences.
Understanding the role of the countries
A strength-based Approach
Our first attempt to obtain a better understanding of the evolution of the phenomenon of the research migration relies on a strength-based approach. To numerically quantify the role of a country in the scientific migration network, we define the drain index of a country i ∈ V at time t ∈ T as
namely the number of outgoing researchers (i.e., out-strength) minus the number of incoming researchers (i.e., in-strength) normalized by their sum. It ranges from 1 to −1, where 1 indicates maximum brain drain (the country is a pure provider) while −1 means maximum brain gain (the country is a pure attractor). Values close to 0 are adopted by those countries having balanced values of out-strength and in-strength. Figure 5 graphically shows the drain index for the year 2014, while Table 1 reports the ranking for specific countries: the five countries of highest β, the five countries of lowest β, and the five countries of highest out-strength. The countries standing out in Figure 5 are mainly located in Africa, southern Asia and in the Caribbean, while Europe and North America have milder colors. Considering the values in Table 1 , it is easy to notice that extreme values of β are assigned when the number of migrations of a country is poor and completely unbalanced. For example, Sint Maarten has only two outgoing migrations, resulting in β = 1, while Chad has three incoming migrations and no outgoing researchers, then its β is −1. On the other hand, those countries playing a central role in the migration network have usually β close to 0 due to the high number of both outgoing and incoming researchers. This is the case of, e.g., the United Kingdom and the United States.
In order to favor the identification of the central countries in the migration process, we lift the network by removing the links having weight lower than a certain threshold tr. This operation has the aim of discarding weak and not meaningful interactions between countries. We experimentally verify tr ∈ [1, 2, . . . , 10], and we report part of the 2014 ranking in Table 2 for threshold values of 1 (original network), 2, and 3. Two important aspects have to be considered: (i) the extremes of the ranking are not robust with respect to the threshold (the rankings shown in Table 2 considerably differ for small variations of tr); (ii) even for low values of tr, a large portion of the network is neglected by the analysis (44% and 61% for tr = 2 and tr = 3, respectively). Therefore, we cannot consider this approach a reliable and fair analysis of the scientific migration network.
Additionally, we evaluate other strategies for normalizing the drain index by considering external data, such as the size of the overall population and the number of researchers of a country. Given the biases in the collected dataset, any normalization deriving from external sources would be inappropriate because it would misrepresent the results. Moreover, external data have to be temporal, at least of yearly granularity from 2000 to 2016, and available for all the countries included in the dataset. This is the case of the general population, but we cannot discover complete and coherent datasets about the size of the research population of all the studied states.
All in all, by the strength-based approach, we cannot induce strong conclusions nor provide a fair and robust analysis about the main characters of the scientific migration network. The main contributors to the network are not caught, and the removal of low-weight edges excessively limit the analyzed data. In addition, other normalizing strategies result to be unfeasible due to the nature of our data, or to the lack of complete external datasets. In order to overcome these limitations, we propose, in the following, an analysis that goes beyond the local strength structure of each node and takes into consideration the overall structure of the network.
A global Approach
A classic approach to assess the importance of a node in a network taking into account the global link structure is the well-known PageRank by L. Page et al. [19] . Figure 7 Geographic layout of the scientific migration network in 2014. The dimension of a node i ∈ V represents h i , while the color represents a i . Edge thickness stands for edge weight.
Let R t be the PageRank matrix of G = (V, T, ) at time t ∈ T , defined as
where d = 0.85 is the dumpling factor. Note that, in this work, we consider the edge weights in the definition of R t . The PageRank vector r t = (r 1,t , . . . , r |V |,t ) is obtained by repeating the iteration
until convergence, with initial conditions r i,t (0) = 1 |V | . r t is computed for each timestamp, i.e., year, t ∈ T . In the following, we often refer to the PageRank vector as r neglecting the subscript.
In Figure 6 we graphically show the PageRank in 2014, while Table 3 reports the rank of the 20 countries having highest PageRank in 2000, 2014, and 2016. As stated above, the drain index does not privilege nodes having high both in-strength and out-strength, and does not account for the importance of the origin/destination of the connections. PageRank is instead able to picture such aspects. For example, all the countries highlighted in bold in Table 1 are among the best 10 countries in terms of PageRank in 2014; in particular, United States and United Kingdom place at the first and at the second position of the ranking, respectively.
On the whole, PageRank is confirmed to be a powerful method to rank the nodes of a network. However, it assigns to each node a unique score and it is not desirable in our setting, since we are instead interested in understand the interplay between importing and exporting researchers. Therefore, our analysis is required to rely on more refined and specific metrics that highlight such duality. A more refined approach: hubs and authorities We identify the hyperlink-induced topic search algorithm (also known as HITS or hubs and authorities) [20] as the ultimate tool to study our network. The HITS hub vector h t = (h 1,t , . . . , h |V |,t ) and the HITS authority vector a t = (a 1,t , . . . , a |V |,t ) in t ∈ T of G = (V, T, ) are defined by the limit of the following set of iterations:
and
where c t (x) and d t (x) are normalization factors to make the sums of all elements become unity, i.e., Also in this case, h t and a t are computed for each timestamp, i.e., year, t ∈ T . In the following, we often refer to the HITS hub and authority vectors as h and a neglecting the subscript.
By definitions, a node i ∈ V has large value of a i if it has many links of large weight towards those nodes j ∈ V having high h i ; similarly, node i has large value of h i if it is reached by nodes j ∈ V of high a i throughout links of large weight. In our specific scenario, a provides an indication of which are the provider countries, that export many researchers in direction of the most attractive countries; while h indicates which are the attractor countries, able to attract many researchers from important exporters. Figure 7 shows hub and authority scores for the scientific migration network in 2014. Unites States and United Kingdom stand out from the plot: they place first and third in the hub ranking, and first and second in the Tables 4 and 5 show the first twenty countries ordered by hub score and authority score, respectively, in 2000, 2014, and 2016. China, United States, and United Kingdom are identified as the leading provider countries during the whole time domain: they never fall below the fifth position. India and Canada, followed by various of European countries, i.e., Germany, Italy, Spain, and France, consistently position after the three leading countries with few fluctuations during the years. South Korea and Russia follow instead negative trends. South Korea is the fifth hub in the scientific migration network during 2000, then loses ten positions by 2016. Russia's decay is even worse: it is among the best twenty hubs in 2000, leaves the top- 20 Figure 8 depicts the evolution of hub and authority scores of the nodes of the scientific migration network in time, by means of scatterplots. Ideally, we can state that a country is more important as hub than as authority if it places above the diagonal, and viceversa. In all years, most of the countries clump in the lower-left corner, where both scores are close to 0. A few countries differentiate from the others instead. United States are always more central with respect to the authority score than to the hub score, even if they are among the leading hubs overall. On the other hand, United Kingdom moves from being equally hub and authority in early Pearson correlation h vs r a vs r Figure 10 Person correlation between h and a, and r of the scientific migration network.
'00 to being more authority by the end of the time domain. It is also easy to notice how China, which is constantly among the top hubs, slowly increases its authority score. In light of this, the correlation between h and a and the evolution of such correlation is an interesting aspect to take into account. We show, in Figure 9 , the Pearson correlation between h and a as a function of the year, and compare it to a null model. As null model we employ the configuration model [21] . This is a well established type of randomization which rewires the edges preserving the strength distribution of the nodes of the scientific migration network in each year, namely, an edge can be shuffled only with other edges with the same timestamp. Note that by this hypothesis, in the resulting null model, the edge weight distribution and the number of edges in each year might vary with respect to the original network. Here and in the following results, we consider ten different configurations of the null model. The correlation in the original network is strong during the whole time domain, constantly greater than 0.85. The null model has even stronger correlation in all years, with small variation between the different configurations. This means that we should expect more countries of high (low) hub score having also high (low) authority score, and viceversa, in the scientific migration network. The observed behavior should then rely on different factors, e.g., local patterns -which we study in the next section -than the strength distribution. In order to compare the HITS and the PageRank results, in Figure 10 we also visualize the Pearson correlation between h and a, and r. Interestingly, both h and a are highly correlated to r. a, in particular, has correlation greater than 0.95 in all years. This validates the results obtained by the HITS algorithm that has the advantage of depicting two different aspects of the world countries, providing then more accurate indications.
Betweenness centrality vs clustering coefficient
Besides the role that a country have in the overall scientific migration network, it is of our interest to understand how the countries position and influence their local neighborhood and community.
We define the betweenness centrality of a node i ∈ V at time t ∈ T as
where σ se,t is the total number of shortest paths from node s to node e at time t, and σ se,t (i) is the number of such paths passing through node i. In the computation of the betweenness centrality, we consider the reciprocal of the edge weights of the scientific migration network, since the more a path is favorable (i.e., shorter) the more researchers move through such path. Therefore, c b is an indication of how much a country is central in the crossing of the network by the researchers. Usually, countries of high betweenness centrality place at the borders of their local clusters and have direct ties towards other clusters. Therefore, we can suppose that such countries are one of the two endpoints of a bridge, or more likely of a local bridge [22] (local bridge is a relaxed definition of bridge, i.e., if we delete a local bridge the two endpoints would lie further away and not in two different component of the network). The endpoints of a (local) bridge regulate the access toward different clusters of nodes. Hence, countries like the United States and the United Kingdom are important players in the scientific migration network. Moreover, since the scientific migration moves also ideas and information in addiction to people, these countries may have early access to knowledge and to new research results, possibly produced in multiple and non-interacting places of the world. So we presume that this position, i.e., at the endpoint of a (local) bridge, could be a potential goal for the majority of the countries. We also compute the clustering coefficient of a node i ∈ V at time t ∈ T as
where N i,t identifies the neighbor set of node i at time t. In this case, we neglect the edge weights. In our context, we consider the cc of a country i as a measure of how many possible origins or destinations the researchers residing in neighbor countries have rather than i. Figure 11 reports betweenness centrality (x-axis) against clustering coefficient (y-axes) of the nodes of the scientific migration network in 2014, highlighting the top-20 hubs and the top-20 authorities. Most of the countries place in the upper-left corner of the plot, having high clustering coefficient (i.e., the neighbor countries have many other connections between them) and low betweenness centrality (i.e., they are internal to their local clusters). Interestingly, none the highlighted countries (with the exception Hong Kong and Singapore) is in such position. Rather, the main hubs and authorities of the scientific migration network tend to be central in the migration paths traversing the network, and influence their local neighborhood centralizing the connections towards them. In particular, United States, United Kingdom, Spain, and France stand out from the others. Again, Hong Kong and Singapore are exceptions, having a behavior common to most of the countries.
As a further step in this direction, in Figure 12 , we report the trajectories of the twenty countries of highest hub score and the twenty countries of highest authority score of year 2014 in terms of betweenness centrality and clustering coefficient over the time span under analysis. Each arrow of the plot is associated to a country: the root represents the country in 2000, while the head shows the same country in 2016. Despite our previous observations, we cannot observe a global pattern, common to most of the countries, leading toward the lower-right corner: some of the nodes move towards the upper-left corner, others to more favored positions. For most of the European countries, betweenness centrality decreases and clustering coefficient increases. This behavior, which is frequently observed when a set of nodes tighten its cluster structure, might reveal the adoption of the new migration polices provided by the rising European Union, during nineties and noughties. Spain and United Kingdom are the most evident exceptions, probably because they played a key role in bridging toward the Spanish-speaking countries of Latin America and the former Commonwealth states, respectively. Moreover, all countries move around their surroundings. China has the greater improvement combining betweenness centrality and clustering coefficient, while Turkey has the highest variation in terms of clustering coefficient. Note that, by considering the reciprocal of the edge weights in the computation of the betweenness centrality, a country is required to either polarize the distribution of its weights or increase its strength to augment such centrality. In the next section, we rely on the study of statistical dispersion of incoming and outgoing edge weights to provide a better understanding of such local patterns.
Local patterns
In this section, we dive deeper into the factors that contribute to establish a country as leading hub or authority in the scientific migration network.
Predecessors and successors
At first, we investigate the homogeneity of the edge weights of the neighborhood of the nodes. Specifically, we want to understand how the researchers leaving (reaching) a country of high hub (authority) score distributes with respect to the predecessors (successors) of such country. In order to do so, we employ the Gini coefficient, which measures the degree of inequality of a distribution [23] . Given a population W = {w o , w 1 , . . . , w n } of n values, we define the Gini coefficient as
G varies between 1 and 0, where 1 expresses maximal inequality among values while 0 indicates the case in which all the values in W are equal.
In the following, we graphically show the Gini coefficient by means of Lorenz curves identifying the population W as the edge weights of outgoing edges or the edge weights of incoming edges when considering a node as hub or authority, respectively. Therefore, we aim at investigating how (un)balanced the migration flows from/towards a country are and how such aspect correlates to h and a. to notice that high hub/authority score is associated with high Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient decreases progressively as we move down with the hub and authority rankings. Then, to obtain a leading position in the scientific migration network, a country is required to have strongly differentiated migratory flows from/towards its neighbors. The behavior of the missing classes is consistent, as shown in Figures 15 and 16 which report the average (over the time domain T ) of the Gini coefficient (and the 95% confidence interval) as a function of the hub/authority ranking. Such curves are compared with the null model considering the average of the ten different configurations we generate. The Gini coefficient decreases as h and a drop, both in the scientific migration network and in the null model, and the curves have very similar functional shapes. The confidence intervals are quite limited in all cases, however they become larger for the lowest positions of the ranking in the scientific migration network where data become more sparse and less significant. The Gini coefficient of the scientific migration network is (slightly) higher than the null model, then a node to be in the first positions of the hub/authority ranking is required to have high disparity in the weights of the connections from/to its predecessors/successors by the intrinsic characteristics of the network. Therefore, for a country, having preferential massive exchanges of researchers with partner states is more profitable than having a bunch of similar relationships and fundamental to stand out in the scientific migration phenomenon.
Clustering coefficient
Similarly to the Gini index, we study the behavior of the clustering coefficient (introduced in Equation 7 ) of the successors of the hubs and of the predecessors of the authorities as a function of the hub/authority ranking in the scientific migration network compared to the null model. These results vary from the ones presented in Section 4 since, in that case, we calculate the clustering coefficient over the whole neighborhood of a node, while here we are interested only in the subset of the neighbors that counts in the computation of the hub/authority score.
In Figures 17 and 18 we observe that nodes of better ranking have higher clustering coefficient, both hubs and authorities. This observation reflects the fact that the higher the hub/authority score is the more the successors/predecessors of a country are cohesive, i.e., they are in the most active parts of the network. Also in this case, the trend observed in the null model is similar to the scientific migration network; however, the clustering coefficient of the null model is constantly greater with respect to the real network, in particular for the top hubs and authorities. Therefore, the best hubs/authorities of the scientific migration network are able to significantly influence (with respect to the null model) the local cluster structure, attracting most of the migratory connections towards them and breaking connections between neighbor countries.
Reciprocity
Finally, we asses the reciprocity of the connections of the scientific migration network. We define the reciprocity of a temporal network G = (V, T, ) at time t ∈ T as Analogously, we also denote the reciprocity a node i ∈ V at time t ∈ T by
which describes the ratio of the neighbors of node i that at time t are both predecessors and successors. Note that the definition of reciprocity considers only the edge structure, but not the edge weights. As shown in Figure 19 , the reciprocity of the scientific migration network is nearly constant during the whole time domain. Meanwhile, the top-10 hubs and the top-10 authorities have, on average, reciprocity higher than the overall network in all T , with the gap becoming even more evident for more recent years. The HITS algorithm produces the effect of emphasizing mutual reinforcement of connections between hubs and authorities. Therefore, we would expect such gap to be even more marked. Nonetheless, a country is expected to grow (not only maintain) the number bidirectional migration flows in time to preserve its hub/authority score.
Case studies
In this section we show how to exploit network visualization to evince temporal evolution of (partial) ego-networks of select hubs and authorities. In particular, we focus our attention on the connections between the focal node (i.e., the ego) and its neighbors, omitting edges whose endpoints do not include the ego. Given the nature of our study, for each select country we define two different visualizations; the first one depicts incoming migratory flows only, while the other separately shows outgoing connections. We retain that such visualizations are able to provide clear indications of the evolution in time of the characteristics and of the connection of a country in the scientific migration network. It is easy to see (Figure 20 ) how the United States have many both incoming and outgoing migration channels. Their ego-networks are dense even in 2000, where the scientific migration network is sparser than in later years. The United States have constantly the best authority score but they occupy a very competitive position in the hub ranking too, which justifies the structure of their connections. In 2016, the United States and China have very close hub score (1 st and 2 nd in the hub ranking, respectively) but different authority score (1 st and 7 th in the authority ranking, respectively). In fact, looking at Figures 20(g) , 20(h), 21(g), and 21(h), we notice two different migration models. The United States have many neighbor countries spread across all the continents. On the other hand, China is the major provider of researcher of the United States and the majority of outgoing researchers from China move to the US. On the contrary, China is only one of the many possible destinations for American researchers. Finally, Figure 22 highlights that Spain, whose trajectory in Figure 12 is common to local bridges, retains favored relationships with the Spanish-speaking countries of the Latin America.
Conclusions
In this work we study international migrations of researchers, scientists, and academics from a complex-network prospective to identify the central countries involved in the migration phenomenon. In particular, we employ the HITS algorithm with the intent of catching the interplay between exporting and importing researchers from a global prospective. We also investigate the local characteristics of successors of hubs and predecessors of authorities to dive deeper into the motivations that establish hubs and authorities. Interestingly, our findings identify a set of countries that occupies a privileged position in the scientific migration network, being both important hubs and central authorities. Even if the majority of such countries shares similar local characteristics/patterns, we observe different strategies that lead actors with similar hub or authority score to occupy different positions in the community structure of the scientific migration network, preferring, e.g., to cooperate, as most of the European nations, rather than to act independently, such as China and United Kingdom. Such network dynamics deserves to be further analyzed for undercovering latent causes and factors by the inclusion of complementary sources, e.g., local regulations, political alliances, investments in research, development, and education.
In this paper we apply the proposed methodology to data extracted from the ORCID platform. However, it is important to mention that our model is completely data-agnostic, meaning that it can be applied to other datasets obtained from different sources with no modifications. Moreover, it is able to accommodate evolving datasets that grows over time, delivering a more precise picture as the information increases.
As future work, we plan to address two parallel directions. At first, we want to develop an online platform containing interactive visualizations about the performed analysis. Then, we want to engineer a pipeline that automatically gather new data from ORCID and applies our methodology to produce a permanent observatory of the scientific migration.
